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At the beginning of the year, few people would have taken the time in the middle of their
day to attend a Webinar covering the topic of smart working. This goes to show just how
much the world has changed in a matter of weeks. Tuesday the 7 th of April saw the Italian
Chamber co-host a very successful webinar with Mazars and a number of bilateral
Chambers of Commerce, covering the pertinent topic of the Cyber Risks of smart working.
 
During the hour-long zoom session, over fifty people from around the country logged in to
listen to Terence Govender, National Director of IT Advisory for Mazars SA who dished up
a virtuosic analysis of cyber crime and how all of us are at risk of falling victim to it. Did you
know for example that every second, 75 records are stolen by hackers? And that each
record fetches on average about R2200 on the black market?
 
Next, Keeran Madhav, Director of Forensic Services and CA for Mazars SA, highlighted
trends within cyber crime and how it is conducted through methods such as phishing.
Further he provided a series of risks to consider in the context of a sudden shift towards
Smartworking, explaining the lengths that cyber criminals go to in order to get their hands
on private information.
 
Extremely interesting additional information included how cyber criminals specifically
target personal medical and banking data. People working at home are made into specific
targets because they tend to observe less strict protocol compared to when in an office.
 
The webinar can be relived by clicking here and the slides to the webinar are accessible at
this link. Stay up to date with all of our communications in order to hear about the next
Webinar.

Smartworking and its Cyber 
Risks

https://www.facebook.com/watch/?v=665226904294902
https://284ef2e5-96e5-41a2-be3e-92d65d50f148.filesusr.com/ugd/4a5cc1_67de274126f341baa52caae0a85d35d0.pdf
https://www.facebook.com/watch/?v=665226904294902
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"On the upside, you save on time in traffic and
100% of your time is productive, provided you
are not the type that gets easily distracted. It

forces us to work more efficiently. Thankfully we
have enough technology available to resolve

most problems. On the downside, out of sight,
out of mind is one of the problems. It’s not

always easy to identify when a team member
needs help or is overloaded. I miss the coffees

and the team lunches on a Friday, and the
human touch."

Dylan Stewart
Marketing and Communications

Manager

Pamina Bohrer
Secretary General

"We have benefited greatly from our online/cloud
based platforms such as Eventbank, Smartsheet, iCloud
and the accounting system too. This is shows how vital

it is to think about risk for an organization and to
prepare for what might seem like unlikely

eventualities. From a personal point of view just
because you are at home doesn’t mean you should let
yourself go. Keeping a professional personal routine

benefits one’s work. Showering, dressing well, eating a
good breakfast puts one in the frame of mind to get

good work done."

Silvia De Toni
Deputy Secretary General

"I believe Smartworking comes with a lot of
advantages, especially for a mother with young

kids like me, however I noticed some
disadvantages that cannot be overlooked

Sometimes Smartworking leads to a feeling of
isolation from the rest of the team. I am missing

the coffee breaks where we share ideas,
information, celebrate successes and share

common frustrations. Nevertheless Smartworking
has allowed the Chamber to incorporate new

interns who are working remotely from Italy into
our team, therefore enabling them to gain working

experience, even under lockdown"

“As a virtual intern, I have only ever experienced
Smartworking at the Chamber. However, thanks to

weekly meetings I am updated on what other
employees are working on and what initiatives are

taking shape. I regret that I cannot meet other
employees in person, as it would be much more

inspiring and dynamic. Moreover, working from home
I do not feel the city vibes which is the best part about

the working-abroad experience. However, I think
Smartworking will enable me to improve

independence and online communication skills."

Beatrice Piva
Intern: International Trade



Renergen is an emerging producer of helium and liquefied natural gas (LNG), with existing
production and sales of compressed natural gas (CNG). Renergen was listed on
Johannesburg’s AltX securities exchange in June 2015 as South Africa’s first listed
alternative and renewable energy company. Renergen listed on the Australian Securities
Exchange (ASX) on the 6 June 2019, with the code RLT.
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Welcome to Italcham!!
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CL ICK  H E R E  T O

A T T E N D !

22  APRIL  2020

16H00  TILL  18H00

Virtual

https://www.eventbank.com/event/annual-general-meeting-italian-sa-chamber-of-trade-and-industries-19611/

